John Couture, Chair  
Kerry Dietz, Vice-Chair  
Massachusetts Board of Building Regulation and Standards (BBRS)  

cc.  
Governor Baker  
House Speaker Robert DeLeo  
Senate President Karen Spilka  

Dear Chair Couture, Vice-Chair Dietz, and members of the BBRS,  

We, the Massachusetts building, design, construction, and sustainability community, thank you for taking the first step towards implementing the Net Zero Stretch Code and directing the Energy Advisory Committee that reports to the BBRS to develop a draft of the Net Zero Stretch Code. Climate change is arguably the greatest environmental, financial, and societal threat of our time, therefore, it is imperative that we adopt regulations that ultimately achieve negative net emissions. A myriad of organizations and individuals from the Massachusetts building professional community have come together to sign this letter. Each signatory reiterates the importance of implementing a Net Zero Stretch Code.  

In Massachusetts, existing commercial and residential building operations (including on-site combustion and electricity consumption) result in nearly half of the total annual greenhouse gas emissions.¹ Most buildings constructed today will still be in operation long after the 2050 deadline by which Massachusetts must reach 80% carbon neutral (per the Massachusetts Global Warming Solutions Act).² Therefore, it is imperative that we take action now in order to reach our Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emission reduction goals.  

New buildings can and must be designed to meet Net Zero now, if we expect to have a carbon neutral building stock in the future. Therefore, we the undersigned building industry professionals and building industry organizations are writing to urge the BBRS to develop and promulgate a Net Zero Stretch Code, raising the bar from the current Massachusetts Stretch Code.  

As building industry professionals and organizations, we have the experience and expertise to demonstrate that Net Zero buildings offer many advantages including: better health and comfort, lower total cost of ownership, and greater resilience and that Net Zero is achievable now.  

**Health Advantages**  
Net Zero buildings improve public health by reducing combustion emissions, thereby reducing both indoor and outdoor exposure to carbon monoxide, particulates, NOx, SOx, and elevated CO2 levels. Net Zero buildings also offer improved occupant health and comfort through strategies such as greater con-  

---  
¹ MA GHG Emissions Trends  
https://www.mass.gov/service-details/ma-ghg-emission-trends  
² Global Warming Solutions Act Background  
control of indoor temperature due to increased insulation, enhanced humidity control via improved exhaust air energy recovery, improved indoor air quality due to filtered mechanical ventilation, reduced risk of mold due to tighter envelope assemblies, and appropriate balance of glare control and access to natural light and views.

Financial Advantages
Studies, such as The Economics of Zero-Energy Homes (Rocky Mountain Institute),³ and the Zero Energy Buildings in Massachusetts: Saving Money from the Start (USGBC MA),⁴ demonstrate that Net Zero buildings carry a negligible construction cost premium and result in significantly lower total cost of ownership. For example, when building construction is financed through loans or bonds, Net Zero buildings typically save more in operating cost than the marginal uptick in loan or bond payments, resulting in positive cash flow from day one. Additionally, Net Zero and Green Buildings have enhanced asset value, reducing financial risk to developers looking to turn over properties.

Extrapolating from savings achieved by the MassSave program,⁵ a Net Zero building code will result in billions of dollars in net benefits to the Commonwealth. Also, by reducing the total monthly cost to own or rent, Net Zero housing offers greater affordability, and thereby would help to address the current housing crisis currently affecting low-income families in many parts of the Commonwealth.

Resilience Advantages
Net Zero buildings typically offer greater resilience through reduced demands on emergency infrastructure (such as lower fuel consumption by emergency generators) and “passive survivability”, whereby the envelope performance allows habitable conditions even when no active mechanical systems are operational. In addition, there is the opportunity for on-site renewable energy and storage systems to provide power to select building loads for periods of longer power outages.

Due to these advantages, many communities in Massachusetts are interested in Net Zero community planning and Net Zero buildings. Under current regulations, towns and cities in Massachusetts do not have permission to adopt a Net Zero code, as they cannot deviate from the state-wide codes promulgated by the Massachusetts Board of Building Regulation and Standards (BBRS).

Thus, a coalition of towns and cities recently appealed to the BBRS, requesting that the BBRS develop a Net Zero Stretch Code. A Net Zero stretch code will give those communities the opportunity to improve how buildings are designed and built now, getting us closer to meeting our climate goals as outlined by Governor Baker.

³ The Economics of Zero-Energy Homes (Rocky Mountain Institute)
https://rmi.org/insight/economics-of-zero-energy-homes/
⁴ Zero Energy Buildings in Massachusetts: Saving Money from the Start (USGBC MA)
https://usgbcma.org/zero-energy-buildings/
⁵ All Cost Effective Energy Efficiency
**Net Zero Today**

Net Zero buildings are achievable today: as building industry professionals and organizations, we have witnessed and engaged in the design and construction of residential and commercial Net Zero buildings at many scales and budgets, including a broad range of building uses and architectural styles. Homeowners, businesses, institutions, and developers are now taking advantage of the benefits of Net Zero buildings at all scales. This has led to exponential growth in the number and size of Net Zero buildings in recent years.\(^6\)

Massachusetts is not alone in the pursuit of Net Zero buildings. In California, all new residential buildings must be Net Zero as of 2020 and all new commercial construction must be Net Zero by 2030\(^7\). Mayors of New York City, Portland, Seattle, and Washington DC have also committed to requiring Net Zero operation for all new buildings as of 2030\(^8\). Massachusetts has an opportunity to continue our legacy of national leadership in energy efficiency, design, and building technologies, positioning our state as an economic exporter of expertise and services.

We recognize that the details of the Net Zero Stretch Code will require a concerted effort to develop, and should include input from building industry professionals. It is beyond the scope of this letter to address specific suggestions. Our letter simply calls for a Net Zero Stretch Code to be developed and promulgated because it is a critical component of Massachusetts leading the way toward a livable climate.

Based on our collective experience with successful Net Zero buildings, we are confident that a Net Zero Stretch Code will be developed that is flexible and easily achievable with today’s technology, enhances public health, results in financial savings to building owners and tenants, improves resilience, and supports economic growth in the Commonwealth.

The many advantages of a Net Zero Stretch Code make it a clear win for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. As building industry professionals and organizations, we support the development and adoption of a Net Zero Stretch Code and urge you to take swift action on behalf of the people of the Commonwealth.

Sincerely,

---

6 New Buildings Institute Getting to Zero List  
7 California Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan  
[https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/ZNE/](https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/ZNE/)  
8 C40 Cities Net Zero Carbon Buildings Declaration  
[https://www.c40.org/other/net-zero-carbon-buildings-declaration](https://www.c40.org/other/net-zero-carbon-buildings-declaration)
Organizational Signatures

Soden Sustainability Consulting
Sustainable IQ, Inc.
Gorman Richardson
Lewis Architects
Trotti & Associates, Inc.
ZeroEnergy Design
CA Design
Studio LLC
Big Bend Studio Architects
Amacher and Associates, Architects
Consigli Construction
GGD Consulting Engineers
Garcia Galuska DeSousa Consulting Engineers, Inc.
Sustainable Endowments Institute
Meek Consulting Group
Zephyr Architects

Next Phase Studios, Architects
Miller Dyer Spears, Inc.
Studio NYL Structural Engineers and Facade Designers
Royer Architects
A9 Green / Total Green Energy Solution, LLC
Sustainable Performance Institute
designLAB architects
Auburndale Builders
Erlab, Inc.
Finegold Alexander Architects
RCC Center for Smart Building Technology
Suntility Electric LLC
The S/L/A/M Collaborative
AeroBarrier by Delta Enclosures

Individual Signatures

A. Todd Symonds, AIA, Associate Principal | Goody Clancy, Newton
Aarathi Nirmalan, Architectural Marketing Coordinator | CannonDesign, Boston
Aaron Block | Somerville
Aaron deHaan, Design Associate | Island Exterior Fabricators, Boston
Aaron Fowle, Intern Architect | Goody Clancy, Boston
Aaron Gunderson, Executive Director | Passive House Massachusetts, Boston
Aaron Manzali, Civil Engineer | Arup, Boston
Abdul Suberu, Senior Associate | Bard Rao & Athanas Consultant, Brighton
Abigail Jones, Architect | Gensler, Boston
Abigail Roberts, Senior Project Manager / Sustainability Manager | Turner Construction Company, Boston
Abigail Roberts, Senior Project Manager / Sustainability Manager | Turner Construction Company, Boston
Abigail, Project Assistant | BR+G, Boston
Adam Chapdelaine, Town Manager | Town of Arlington, Arlington
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Adam Cuomo, Architect | CBT Architects, Boston
Adam Jennings, Energy, Sustainability & Commissioning Department Manager
    | AHA Consulting Engineers, Lexington
Adam P. Mitchell, Principal | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge, MA
Adam Wagner, Designer | Payette, Somerville
Adam Wong, Assistant Project Manager | Columbia Construction Company, North Reading
Adam Yarnell, Sustainability Consultant | Steven Winter Associates, Boston
Adrian LeBuffe, Associate Principal | CBT Architects, Boston
Adrienne Richardson, Structural Engineer | Thornton Tomasetti, Boston
Alain, Project Engineer 2 | ERS, North Andover
Alan Estabrook, Project Architect | Gensler, Beverly
Alan Fried, Architect | HDR, Boston
Alan Glynn, Engineer | Arup, Watertown
Alan Jones, Associate Principal | Arup, Boston
Alan Joslin, FAIA, Principal | Epselin Joslin Architects, Cambridge
Alana Barnes, Architectural Designer | Cambridge Seven Associates, Cambridge
Alana Spencer, Sustainability and Corp Responsibility Leader | Vanderweil Engineers, Boston
Alejandra Menchaca, Senior Associate | Thornton Tomasetti, Cambridge
Alessia Haddad, Architectural Designer | Utile, Inc., Charlestown
Alex Adkins, Associate Principal | DiMellaShaffer, Boston
Alex Foilb, Intern | BR+A, Boston
Alex Lavole, Electrical Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Alex Vozzella, Engineer | Turner Construction, Boston
Alex Vozzella, Engineer | Turner Construction, Boston
Alex Zink, Designer | Payette, Somerville
Alexander Davis, Architect | Utile, Lynn
Alexander Farley, Architect | Elkus-Manfredi Architects, Boston
Alexander Gilman, HVAC Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Brighton
Alexander Masi, Chief Electrical Engineer | SMMA, Cambridge
Alexander Rench, Designer | Arrowstreet Inc, Boston
Alexandra Gadawski, Designer | HMFH Architects, Cambridge
Alexandra Garcia, Architectural Designer | Sasaki, Watertown
Alexandra Lee, Executive Director | Sasaki Foundation, Watertown
Alexandra S. Patterson, Business Development Manager | Shepley Bulfinch, Boston
Alexis Santella, HVAC Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Alfred Byun, Design Director | Gensler, Boston
Alfred O. Warren AIA, Senior Technical Architect | Elkus Manfredi Architects, North Andover
Alice Zhen, Architectural Designer | CannonDesign, Boston
Alicia Kosasih, Interior Architectural Designer | CBT, Medford
Alicia Tremblay, Designer | Arrowstreet, Boston
Alisa Nagano, Senior Associate | ARC/Architectural Resources Cambridge, Boston
Alison Lesniewski-Laas, Associate | Payette, Boston
Alison Nash, Associate, Sustainable Practice Leader | DiMella Shaffer, Cambridge
Alison Stanton, Senior Director | Turner Construction Company, Braintree
Aliza Norcross, Policy Manager | MassHealth, Somerville
Allison Bookstein, Sales Engineer | Trumbull Campbell Associates, Newburyport
Allison Savage, Designer | Utile, Boston
Allison Zuchman, Senior Sustainability Consultant | The Green Engineer, Inc., Watertown
Allyson Crooke, Architecture | Shepley Bulfinch, Westfield
Alyce Packard, Interior Designer | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Alykhan Mohamed, Associate Planner | Sasaki, Cambridge
Alyssa Bernier, Project Accountant | Columbia Construction Company, North Reading
Amanda Gasse, Associate Director of Marketing | ERS, North Andover
Amanda Gorey, Professional Staff | CBT Architects, Boston
Amanda Sanders, Senior Associate | Goody Clancy, Boston, MA
Amanda Solinsky, Architect | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Amber Galko, Job Captain | Boston
Amber Ghory, Interior Designer | ARC, Boston
Amber Penman, Architect | Payette, Boston
Amelia Thrall, Architect | Ellenzweig, Malden
Amin Abbaszadeh, Designer | Utile Inc., Boston
Amrit Pilo, Senior Associate | Sasaki, Watertown
Amy Crosby, Project Architect | Gensler, Boston
Amy Hastings, Architect | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Amy MacKrell, Principal | Miller Dyer Spears Inc., Boston
Analisa DelloRusso-White, Administrative Assistant | Individual, Boston
Analisa DelloRusso-White, Administrative Assistant | Individual, Boston
Andre Kamili, Principal | Shepley Bulfinch, Boston
Andrea Little, Project Accountant | Wilson HGA, Boston
Andrea Love, Principal | Payette, Cambridge
Andrew Edwards, Architectural Designer | Bergmeyer, Revere
Andrew F. Jackson AIA, Project Architect | H2M architects + engineers, Latham, NY
Andrew Guterman, Associate Principal | Sasaki Associates, BELMONT
Andrew Jarrell, Energy Analyst | AHA Consulting Engineers, Inc., Lexington
Andrew LaFosse, Designer | Payette, Somerville
Andrew Miller, Senior Associate | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Andrew Nahmias, Urban Designer | Utile Inc., Boston
Andrew Nahmias, Urban Designer | Utile Inc., Boston
Andrew Ringler, Data Visualization Scientist | Payette, Boston
Andrew Steingiser, Architect, CPHC | SGA, Boston
Andrew White, Sustainability Program Manager | RE Tech Advisors, Norwell
Andy Rodrigue, AIA, Architect | Arrowstreet, Boston
Anelise Bateson, Associate | Studio G Architects, Boston
Anish Reddy, Architect | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Brighton
Ann McHugh, Office Coordinator | Goody Clancy, Boston
Anna Mezheritskaya, Architect | NBBJ, Brookline
Anna Scherling, Studio Assistant | Sasaki, Watertown
Anna Vaivoda, Interior Designer | Arrowstreet, Boston, MA
Ann Finnerty, Architect | Ann M Finnerty, Boston
Anne Kubota, Associate | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston, MA
Annemarie DerAnanian, Senior Project Manager | Simpson Gumpertz & Heger, Waltham
Annie J Kemp, Designer | HED, Ipswich
Annie Langlois, Marketing Coordinator | Sasaki, Boston
Anthony Allegrone, Director of Design/Architect | Allegrone Companies, Lenox
Anthony Corr, Senior Mechanical Engineer | Arup, Boston
Anthony H Sanchez, Architect | Arrowstreet Inc, Swampscott
Anthony Iacovino, Senior Associate | SMMA, Somerville
Anthony J Petone, Principal | BR+A, Boston
Anthony Villanueva, Technology Systems Designer | BR+A, Boston
Anthony, Designer | Dimella Shaffer, Boston
ARAVIND Uthaman, Research Assistant | Northeastern University, Boston
Ari Greenberg, Mechanical Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Brighton
Arielle Scher, Designer | Wilson HGA, Somerville
Arjun Mande, Design Principal | Goody Clancy, Boston
Arlen Li, Architect | Wilson HGA, Norfolk
Armando Rapaj, Professional Design | Goody Clancy, Boston
Artem Batuyev, Job Captain | Gensler, Boston
Arto V.Kurkijian, Construction Administrator | Elkus-manfredi Architects, Boston
Ashley Pelletier, Associate | Sasaki, Somerville
Ashley Rao, Associate | Leers Weinzapfel Associates, Boston
Aubrie Rhines, Landscape Designer | Sasaki, Somerville
Audrey Ng, Sustainability Specialist | WSP, Boston
August Rulewich, Architectural Designer | ARC/Architectural Resources Cambridge, Boston, MA
Austin Wanandi, Assistant Engineer | Turner Construction Company, Boston
Austin Wanandi, Assistant Engineer | Turner Construction Company, Boston
Autumn Waldron, Architectural Designer | Arrowstreet, Chelsea
Bassem Almuti, Senior Associate | Cannon Design, Medford
Becca Rushin, VP | Jamestown, US
Ben Carlson, Director of Urban Design | Goody Clancy, Boston
Ben Etten, Project Engineer | Turner Construction, Boston
Ben Etten, Project Engineer | Turner Construction, Boston
Ben Finch, Designer | Ellenzweig, Boston
Ben Garbow, Designer | Payette, Boston
Ben Goldberg, HVAC Design Engineer | BR+A, Newton
Ben Stanton, Business Development Manager | Turner Construction Company, Boston
Benjamin Bruce, Designer | Payette, Boston, MA
Benjamin Wilcox, Associate Architect | Leers Weinzapfel Associates, Boston
Benjamin Zunkeler, Planner | Sasaki, Watertown
Bernard Dooly, Director of Lab Design | Goody Clancy, Belmont MA
Bernard Harris, Office Coordinator | BR+A, Dorchester
Berton Bremer, Senior Associate / Architect | CambridgeSeven, Dorchester
Beth Eisenhower, Architect | MDS Architects, Medford
Beth Eisenhower, Architect | MDS Architects, Medford
Betsy Harper, Owner | Birchwood Capital, Newton
Betty Liu, Mech Engineer | Jacobs, Boston
Bill Bracken, HVAC Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Bill Carpenter IV, Director of Preconstruction & Estimating | Columbia Construction, North Reading
Blair Kershaw, Energy Manager/Building Scientist, Massage Therapist | Strategic Serendipity, Charlestown
Blake Jackson, US Northeast Sustainability Design Leader | Stantec, Boston
Bob Persechini, VP/ Group Leader | NV5, Boston
Brad Mahoney, PM | MP Boston, Jamaica Plain
Brad Palmer, Assistant Estimator | Columbia Construction Co., North Reading
Bradford J. Prestbo, FAIA, Associate Principal | Sasaki, Watertown
Bradley Swallom, Architect | Fennick McCredie Architecture, Natick
Brandt Wild, Project Manager | Siena Construction, CAMBRIDGE
Breana Werner, Associate Vice President - Senior Designer | HGA, Boston
Brenda Phan, Marketing Manager | Goody Clancy, Boston
Brenda Stern, Engineer | Thornton Tomasetti, Cambridge
Brendan Dahill, Engineer | Turner Construction, Boston
Brendan Dahill, Engineer | Turner Construction, Boston
Brendan Surette, HVAC Design Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Brendan Willis, AIA, Architect | Utile, Boston
Brendon Duffy, Architect | MDS, Boston
Brett Bentson, Associate Principal | Utile, Inc., Boston
Brett Bentson, Associate Principal | Utile, Inc., Boston
Brett Lambert, Senior Associate Architect | Stantec Architecture, Arlington
Brett Spracklin, Commissioning Engineer | BR+A, Watertown
Brian Butler, Construction Supervisor | Brian Butler CS, Bridgewater
Brian Dimka, Designer | HKT Architects, Inc., Charlestown
Brian Hessler, Senior Engineer | Thornton Tomasetti, Weymouth
Brian Johnson, Content Marketing Manager | NA, Somerville
Brian Sandford, Designer | MERGE Architects, Boston
Brian Swett, Principal | Arup, Boston
Brian Webber, Architect | Payette, Boston
Brian Webber, Architect | Payette, Charlestown
Brian, Project Manager | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Boston
Brianna Castellanos, HVAC Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Bridgette Doherty, Associate | Arrowstreet, Boston
Britt Ellis, Associate Principal | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Burlington
Brittany Boillard, Project Manager | Columbia, North Reading
Brooke Helgerson, Architect | Analogue Studio, Boston
Bruce Gordon, CEO | Columbia Construction Co, North Reading
Bruce Hampton, Partner | Elton+Hampton Architects, Boston
Bruce Harvey, Associate | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Bruce Luchner, | NAS, Wilmington, MA
Bryan Premont, Architectural Designer | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Boston
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Bryan Rydingsward, HVAC Engineer | BR+A, boston
Bryan Tatarczuk, Senior Associate | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Bryant Watson, Associate | Payette, Boston
Caitlin Gilman, Architect | Perkins Eastman, Boston
Caitlin Osepkchuk, Architect | HMFH Architects, Cambridge
Caitlin Walsh, Architect | ARC, Boston
Cameron Aiello, Assistant Estimator | Columbia, Billerica
Cameron Christopher, Designer 2 | HMFH, Gloucester
Candice Barter, Principal | HGA, Dorchester
Caroline Konz, HVAC Design Engineer | CannonDesign, Boston
Carla Ceruzzi, Senior Associate | Sasaki, Boston
Carlen Deskin, Project Support | Shepley Bulfinch, Boston
Carlos Fernandez AIA, Associate V.P. | CannonDesign, Boston
Carlos Pinillos, Intern | Sasaki Associates, Boston
Carmen Torres, Architectural Designer | Perkins Eastman, Boston
Caroline Braga, Principal | Sasaki, Watertown
Caroline Murray, Senior Project Manager | Turner Construction, Arlington
Caroline Shannon, Associate | Howeler + Yoon Architecture, LLP, Boston
Carolyn Creemers, Designer | BrunerCott, Cambridge
Carolyn Day, Senior Associate | Perkins Eastman, Watertown
Carrie Havey, Senior Sustainability Consultant | The Green Engineer, Boston
Carrie Leneweaver, Associate | Shepley Bulfinch, Boston
Casey Brownell, Senior Architect | Bergmeyer Associates, Inc., Boston
Cathryn McGee, Associate | Arrowstreet, Boston
Cecilia Drueding, Marketing Coordinator | Wilson HGA, Boston
Chad Miller, Senior Fire Protection Engineer | EYP, Wakefield
Chan Mi Hwang, Mechanical Engineer | Arup, Boston
CHARLES GARCIA, ARCHITECT | PAYETTE, BOSTON
Charles Hamlin, Designer | BR+A, Waltham MA
Charles Hill, Plumbing & Fire Protection Engineer | BR + A, Boston
Charles Manzella, Software Developer | Eze Software, Cambridge
Charles Phummar, Plumbing/Fire Protection Engineer | CannonDesign, Boston
Charles Stellberger, Mech/Energy Engineer | Eversource, Norwood
Charley Stevenson, Principal | Integrated Eco Strategy, North Adams
Charley Stevenson, Principal | Integrated Eco Strategy, North Adams
Charlie Cotton, Designer | Utile, Inc., Boston
Charlotte Lipschitz, Architect | Utile, Cambridge
Charly Kring, Designer | Goody Clancy, Boston, MA
Chelsea Gazaille, Marketing Coordinator | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Chen Qin, AIA, RELi AP, LEED AP, Boston Office Sustainability Champion | HED, Boston
Chris Autera, Architectural Intern | EYP Architects and Engineering, Boston
Chris Bowers, Associate | ARC / Architectural Resources Cambridge, Somerville
Chris Horne, Urban Planner | Sasaki, New York
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Chris Martin, Principal | HGA, Boston
Chris Muskopf, Associate Principal | Cambridge Seven Associates, Inc., Cambridge
Chris Pietrocarlo, Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Chris Sgarzi, Principal | Sasaki, Concord
Chris Stansfield, Associate | Payette Associates, Inc., Boston
Chris Waltz, Principal | Shepley Bulfinch, Glastonbury
Chris Winkler, Architect | Sasaki, Watertown
Chris Wortley, Architectural Designer | Shepley Bulfinch, Boston
Chrislynn Warner, Designer | Arrowstreet, Boston
Christian Blomquist, Architect | Payette, Boston
Christian D Côté, Designer | EltonHampton Architects, Boston
Christian Mungenast, BIM Manager | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Boston
Christian Summer Roidt, - | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Christine Dunn, Principal | Sasaki, Watertown
Christine Priez, Fire Alarm | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Christine Sanford, Project Administrator | Columbia Construction Company, North Reading
Christoph Reinhart, Professor | MIT, Cambridge
Christopher Barlow, Structural Engineer II | CannonDesign, Boston
Christopher Baylow, AIA, Managing Principal | EYP, Boston
Christopher Farrington, Mechanical Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Christopher Goncalves, Electrical Design Engineer | Bard Rao & Athanas, Norwood
Christopher Hardy, Associate | Ellenzweig, Boston
Christopher Lyle, Building Systems Engineer | Steven Winter Associates, Boston
Christopher Nielson, Architect | Bruner/Cott Architects, Boston
Christopher R Ng-Hardy, Senior Associate | Sasaki, Newton
Christopher Schaffner, CEO / Part-Time Faculty | The Green Engineer, Inc. / Northeastern University, Concord
Christyn MacDougall, Architect | Fennick McCredie Architecture, Cambridge
Claes Andreassen, Senior Associate | Arrowstreet, Medford
Clare Creedon | Shawmut Design & Construction
Claudette L'Huillier, AIA, LEED AP, Senior Associate | Arrowstreet Inc., Boston
Claudia Porras, Designer | Utile Inc., Boston
Clifford Bouchereau, Bridge Engineer | Arup, Sommerville
Colin Hug, Engineer | Thornton Tomasetti, Boston
Colin W Schless, Vice President | Thornton Tomasetti, Arlington
Colin, Director of Sustainable Design | HDR, St. Louis
Colin Timmerman, Electrical Engineer | Cannon Design, Cambridge
Conor McGuire, Director of Sustainability | Columbia, Melrose
Conor Rielly, Building Performance Analyst | Cannon Design, Boston
Conor Stuhrcke, Architect | Arrowstreet, Boston
Corrado Addonisio, BIM I.S. | BR+A, Boston
Courtney Southwick, | DRA Architects, Waltham, MA
Craig Huckins, Telecommunications Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Derry
Cris R Copley, Principal | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Cristianne Peschard, AVP | HGA, Boston
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Curtis Langner, Technology Systems Group | BR+A, BOSTON
Dabeet Srinivas, Energy Engineer | ERS, Boston
Dale Cibene, PE, LEED AP, Mechanical Engineer | Vanderweil Engineers, LLP, Boston
Dan Arons, Principal | Perkins Eastman, Arlington
Dan Birleanu, Associate Director | ERS, North Andover
Dan Forseter, Preconstruction Manager | Turner Construction, Boston
Dan Forseter, Preconstruction Manager | Turner Construction, Boston
Dan Gallivan, Director | Payette, BOSTON
Dan Hack, Engineer | Turner Construction Company, Somerville, MA
Dan Moynagh, Senior Associate | BR+A, Boston
Dan Obrzut, Project Manager | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Dan Ruben, Director | Boston Green Tourism, Newton
Dan Weissman, AIA, Assc. IALD, Senior Associate & Director of Lam Labs | Lam Partners, Cambridge
Daniel Clasby, Civil Engineering | SMMA, Cambridge
Daniel Dwyer, Senior Associate | SASAKI ASSOCIATES, Watertown
Daniel Estes, Architect | Payette, Malden
Daniel Guzas, Senior Project Architect | CBT Architects, Boston
Daniel J Caron, Principal | BR+A Consulting Engineers, LLC, Acton
Daniel J Lazarz, P.E. LEED AP, Discipline Director, Principal | EYP Architecture & Engineering, Upton
Daniel Jick, Staff Architect II | Studio G Architects, Boston
Daniel PJ Carington, HVAC Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Daniel Pryor, Architect | Sasaki, Watertown
Daniel QuarTararo, Designer | Goody Clancy, Boston
Daniel Russoniello, Architect | Payette, Cambridge
Daniel Sarro, Electrical Engineer | GGD Engineering, Dartmouth
Danielle DeCarlo, Architectural Designer | Sasaki, Watertown
Danielle Garner, CX S.PM | AHA,
Danielle Lax, Architectural Designer | Fennick McCredie, Boston
Darrell Marley, Senior Field Engineer | Energy and Resource Solutions Inc., North Andover
Dave Roulier, Project Superintendent | Columbia, North Reading
David Black, Senior Mechanical Engineer | NV5, Boston
David Burson, Architect | Partners Healthcare, Dorchester
David Charney , Project Architect | Goody Clancy , Somerville MA
David Chase, Building Automation Quality | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Reading
David Evancho, Designer III | Studio G Architects, Jamaica Plain
David Fennell, Senior Vice President | CannonDesign, Hamilton
David Feth, Principal | Wilson HGA, Boston
David Hancock, Principal | CBT, Resident of Malden, MA
David Hirzel, Principal Emeritus | Sasaki, Wayland
David Pereira, Principal | GGD, dartmouth
David Persampieri, Management Consultant | Charles River Associates, Boston
David Salvia, Senior Graphic Designer | Goody Clancy, Cambridge, MA
David Strumski, Associate | ARC/ Architectural Resources Cambridge, Boston
David Supple, Ceo | New England Design & Construction , Boston
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David Taylor, Architect | DiMella Shaffer, Cambridge
David Woshinsky, Sr. Associate | Arrowstreet Inc., Boston
Deborah Avondoglio, HR Director | ARC/Architectural Resources Cambridge, Boston, MA
Deborah Collins, Architect, Senior Associate | HMFH,
Deborah Rivers, Sustainability Leader | HDR, Boston
Declan Keefe, CoFounder | CoEverything, Somerville
Declan O’Shea, Senior Engineer | Arup, Boston
Dee Spiro, Director of Sustainability | Bergmeyer, Newton
Dene’e Braithwaite, Senior Associate | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Dennis Grudkowski, Senior Project Manager/Architect | Paul Lukez Architecture, Somerville
Dennis Pieprz, Principal | Sasaki, Watertown
Dennis Swifnord, Higher Education Planning Practice Leader | Goody Clancy, Belmont
Derek Anderson, Senior Civil Engineer | Arup, Medford
Derek Noble, Principal | Shepley Bulfinch, Amherst
Derek Sylvia, Fire Protection Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Devanshi Purohit, Sr. Urban Designer | CBT, Boston
Devin Honeycutt, Electrical Engineer | GGD Consulting Engineers, N. Dartmouth,
Dhirendrasinh Mahida, Mechanical HVAC Engineer | R. G. Vanderweil Engineers, Boston
Diana Kennedy, Office Manager | Paul Lukez Architecture, Somerville
Diana Lattari, Architect | Miller Dyer Spears, Boston
Diana Linsenmayer, Director of Operations | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Diana Tsang, Senior Associate | Payette, Boston
Diane Athaide, Urban Designer | Sasaki, Cambridge
Diane Milliken Schless, Associate | Thornton Tomasetti, Boston
Diane Sokal, AIA, Senior Architect | Urban Idea Lab, Boston
DiAnn Mroszczak, Sustainable Director | PCA, Inc., Hingham
Dikla Liberman Mileguir, Architectural Designer | Dimella Shaffer, Boston
Domenico Sinopoli, Associate Principal | BR+A, Boston
Dominick Puniello, Principal | GGD Consulting Engineers, Dartmouth
Dominick Roveto, Education | Science | Technology, Principal | HDR, Haverhill
Donald (Chuck) Cook, C.I.O. | Ellenzweig, Boston
Dou Zhang, Senior Associates | Sasaki Associates, Watertown
Doug Palmquist, Design Engineer | BR+A, Brighton
Douglas Flandro, Sustainable Design Leader | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Douglas Rand, Senior Associate | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Douglas Simpson, Associate Principal | Cambridge Seven Associates, Cambridge
Dylan Dasco, Architect | CBT architects, Boston
Eamonn Meagher, Associate | Payette, Dorchester
Ed Hodges, Principal | DiMella Shaffer, Arlington
Ed Jaros, Consultant | Applied Cleantech Research, Wellesley
Edward De Blieck, Architect | HMFH Architects, Brookline
Edward Ledoux, Senior Associate | B+H Consulting Engineers, Boston
Eileen Gainfort, Architect | Sasaki, Watertown
Elaina Burke, Interior Designer | ARC, Boston
Elaine Hoffman, Associate | Goody Clancy, Boston
Elaine Stokes, Landscape Designer | Sasaki, Cambridge
Elana Cole, Project Consultant | ERS, North Andover
Eleanor Hoyt, Sustainability Consultant | Linnean Solutions, Cambridge
Eleanor Mullard, HVAC Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Eleni Macrakis, Project Manager | HRI, Cambridge
Elizabeth Charpentier, Architect | Utile, Inc., Boston
Elizabeth Galloway, Building Scientist | Payette, Somerville
Elizabeth Hauver, Architectural Designer | Placetailor, Boston
Elizabeth Musacchio, Marketing Director | ARC/Architectural Resources Cambridge, Sharon
Elizabeth Sinclair, Associate | Arrowstreet Inc., Boston
Ellie Sperazza, Community & Citizenship Coordinator | Turner Construction Company, Boston
Emily A. Grandstaff-Rice, Senior Associate | Arrowstreet , Somerville
Emily Bell, Design Coordinator | Wilson HGA, Cambridge
Emily Brecher, Fire Consultant | Arup, East Boston
Emily Bresnahan, Professional Staff | Sasaki, Watertown
Emily Gill, Electrical Engineer | Arup, Arup
Emily Hunter, Designer | Perkins Eastman, Boston
Emily Miyares, Architect | Payette, Boston
Emily Mockler, Electrical Engineer | Cannon Design, Boston
Emily Roberts, Associate | Arup, Boston
Emily S Ottinger, Architect | CBT, Boston
Emma Rubin, Structural Engineer | Arup, Boston
Enrique Rojas IALD, IES, LEED AP, Senior Associate | BR+A Consulting Engineers LLC, Boston
Eric Boatright, Associate | Utile, Boston
Eric Buckley, Senior Associate | Thornton Tomasetti, Boston
Eric Lambiaso, Project Manager | Sasaki, Watertown
Eric Lovejoy, Project Engineer | Thornton Tomasetti, Boston
Eric Mitchell, Designer | Ellenzweig, South Hamilton
Eric Skiba, Senior Building Systems Engineer | Steven Winter Associates, Inc. , New York
Eric Speenburgh, Electrical Engineering Leader | HED, Boston
Eric Viele, Director of Digital Technology | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Eric Ward, Principal | EYP Architecture & Engineering, Concord
Eric Youngberg, Software Developer | Sasaki, Waltham
Erica Curtis, Designer | ARC/Architectural Resources Cambridge, Boston
Erick McGartland, Architectural Designer | designLAB Architects, Boston
Erik Barth, Architect | Gensler, Boston
Erik Barth, Architect | Gensler, Boston, MA
Erik Buss, CA | BR+A, Boston
Erik Hegre, Director | Behnisch Architekten, Medford
Erik Ruoff, Principal | The Green Engineer, Inc., Concord
Erin Gentleman, HVAC Designer | BR+A Boston, Boston
Erin Howley, Interior Design | Shepley Bulfinch, Boston
Erin O'Keefe, Director of Marketing | BR+A, West Bridgewater
Erin Popa, Senior Associate | BR+A, Boston
Erion Angjeliu, Electrical Engineer | BR + A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Ethan Seaman, Sustainable Design Analyst | SMMA, Boston
ETHAN, Planning and Urban Design | Sasaki, Watertown
Eugene Gutu, Hvac Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Eugene Tandetnik, Sr. Associate | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston, MA
Eva Nagy, Senior Marketing Coordinator | Columbia Construction Company, Billerica
Evan Parkinson, architect | Utile, Inc., Everett
Fadi Bark, Principal, Technical Director, PE | EYP, Boston
Felicia Knihtila, Project Engineer | Thornton Tomasetti, Acton
Felipe Francisco, Architectural Designer and Fabricator | Sasaki Associates, Watertown
Fiske Crowell, Principal | Sasaki, Watertown
Frances Rubino, Architect | Elkus Manfredi, Boston
Francisco M. Alcala, HVAC Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston, MA 02135
Frank Dill, Architect | Frank Dill Architects, Waltham
Frank Mortell, Construction Administration Department Head, Garcia Galuska DeSousa Consulting Engineers, Dartmouth
Frank Reynolds, Director of Estimating | Dimgo Construction, Waltham, MA
Frank Valdes, Associate Principal | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Frankie L Hall Jr, Fire Alarm Designer | Bard, Rao+Athanas Consulting Engineers, LLC., Boston
Frederick Merrill, Principal | Sasaki Associates, Inc, Lexington
Gabriel Maese, Design Associate | Island Exterior Fabricators, Boston
Gabriela Baierle, Architect | Arrowstreet, Boston
Gabriela Shelburne, Project Manager | Studio G Architects, Jamaica Plain
Gabriella Henkels, Sustainability Project Manager | Vanderweil Engineers, Boston
Gage Foley, Applied HVAC Sales Engineer | Trumbull Campbell, Amesbury
Gaia Giudicelli, Project Manager | MDS - Miller Dyer Spears, Boston
Gail Sullivan, Managing Principal | Studio G Architects, Jamaica Plain
Garland King, Lighting Designer | CannonDesign, Boston
Gary Brock, Associate | HMFH Architects, Inc., Watertown
Gary Epstein, CEO | ERS, North Andover
Gayathri Angou, Mechanical Engineer | CannonDesign, Boston
Genci Jori, Electrical Engineer | Br+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Geoff Gunn, Associate | Arup, Boston
Geoffrey Meier, Architect | Goody Clancy, Milton, MA
George Gard, Architect | Bruner/Cott Architects, Boston
George Mackenzie, HVAC Engineer | AKF Group LLC, Stoneham
George Marsh Jr., Principal | Payette, Boston
George Metzger, Senior Principal | HMFH Architects, Inc., Cambridge
george perkins, PM | goody clancy, boston
George Yonke, Plumbing Engineer | Arup, Brighton
George Zuniga, Regional Director | ERS, Massachusetts
Gerry Audet, plumbing dept lead engineer | EYP, boston
Gerry Gutierrez, Senior Associate | Sasaki, Arlington
Gesse Faber, Sr. Associate / Accounting Manager | Ellenzweig, Boston
Gina E. O’Connor, Administrator | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Gina Mosca, interior designer | Sasaki, Watertown
Giulia Luci, Sustainability Consultant | Steven Winter Associates, Boston
Glenn Kurth, CIO | Elkus Manfredi Architects Ltd, Boston
Goretti Pacheco, Administration | Garcia, Galuska, DeSousa, Dartmouth
Goutham Vutukuri, Project Engineer | Energy and resource solutions, North Andover
Grace Ko, Job Captain | Arrowstreet, Somerville
Grace Tsai Lehrbach, Designer | Sasaki, Watertown
Grant Anderson, Principal | BR+A, Boston
Greg Alker-Sweeney, Associate | Ellenzweig, Boston
Greg Breisinger, Architect | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Boston
Greg Campbell, Plumbing Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Norfolk
Greg Mckenna, Mechanical Design Engineer | Vanderweil Engineers, Boston
Greg Smith, Senior Project Manager | DREAM Collaborative, Boston
Gregory Bergmiller, Sustainable design coordinator | The SLAM Collaborative, Glastonbury, CT
Gregory Indelicato, Engineer | BR+A, Brighton
Gregory Karambelas, Senior Associate | Cannon Design, Boston
Gregory Shenstone, Associate Principal | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Lexington
Gresjana, Architectural Designer | SMMA, Cambridge
Greta Eckhardt, Senior Specifications Writer | Payette, Boston
Gretchen Neeley, Senior Associate | Sasaki, Watertown
Grey Lee, Director of Engagement | Sustainable Endowments Institute, Cambridge
Guillermo Trotti, President | Trotti & Associates, Inc., Marblehead
Gunn Chaiyapatranun, Designer | Payette, Boston, MA
Gwendolyn Sands, Urban Planner | Sasaki, Watertown
Hal Munger, Associate | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Boston
Haley Baker, Interior Designer | Sasaki, Watertown
Hannah Hoyt, Student | Harvard University, Cambridge
Hannah Levine, Architect | Goody Clancy, Somerville
Harper Smith, Graphic Designer/Marketing Coordinator | Paul Lukez Architecture, Somerville
Harry Flamm, Architect | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Cambridge
Helen Wu, Architectural Designer | Sasaki, Boston
Hengyue Wang, Architectural Designer | Royer Architects, Cambridge
Henry Celii, Associate Principal | cbt, Boston
Henry Moss, AIA, Principal | Bruner/Cott Architects, Boston
Henry Moss, AIA, Principal | Bruner/Cott Architects, Boston
Henry Recor, Senior Associate | Cambridge Seven, Cambridge
Henry Weinberg, Architect | CBT Architects, Boston
Hetui Vora, Intern | The Green Engineer, Concord
Hmid Oumina | AHA, Lexington
Hoda Shojai, Technology Systems Design Engineer | BR+A, Brighton
Hogie Fritsch, Architect | Nbbj, Boston
Hogie Fritsch, Architect | Nbbj, Boston
Holly Jacobson, Consultant | Linnean Solutions, Cambridge
Holly W Samuelson, Assistant Professor | Harvard Graduate School of Design, Cambridge
Hunter Pattershall, Architectural Designer | Studio G Architects, Jamaica Plain
Hyenjoo Park, Associate | Shepley Bulfinch, Boston
Ian Campbell, Assistant PM | Columbia Construction, North Reading
Ian Johnson, Senior Director | Linnean Solutions, Cambridge
Ian Kenney, Associate | Utile Inc, Boston
Ilka Lin, Urban Designer | Sasaki, Watertown
Inagh Kennedy, Sr Project Coordinator | Wilson HGA, Boston
Inga Leonova, Senior Project Manager | CannonDesign, Boston
Ingrid Bengtson, Architect | Utile, Boston
Inhwan Choi, Architect | HMFH, Cambridge
Irene Kang, Associate Architect | Leers Weinzapfel Associates, Boston
Irina Murashko, Electrical | Br+A, Melrose
Irmak Turan, PhD Student | MIT, Boston
Isaac Turkington, Architectural Designer | Utile Inc, Boston
Isabel Pires Lins, Engineer | Arup, Boston
Isabelle Kosman, Architectural Designer | MDS Architects, Boston
Ismail Omer, Project Engineer | ERS, Medford
Ivylee Rosario, Senior Associate Editor | Commercial Property Executive, NYC
Jack DeVine, Graduate Fire Engineer | Arup, Cambridge
Jack Dorland, Architecture + Design Intern | Harley Ellis Devereaux, Boston
Jack Lavin, HVAC Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Jack Murphy, Engineer | Arup, Boston
Jackie Mignone, Designer | Bruner / Cott Architects, Boston
Jackson Reeves-Henning, Graphic Designer | CBT Architects, Boston, MA
Jacob Bloom, Architectural Designer | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Jacob Droogan, Project Designer | Miller Dyer Spears, Boston
Jacob Knowles, Director of Sustainable Design | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Jacob Savona, Assistant Sustainability Consultant | The Green Engineer, Brookline
Jacob Vesling, Graduate Mechanical Engineer | BuroHappold Engineering, Boston
Jacob Werner, Sr Project Architect | HGA, Swampscott
Jacob Wilson, Designer | Bruner/Cott Architects, Boston
Jacqueline Camenisch, Senior Associate | Wilson HGA, Boston
Jacqueline Tobin-Beiss, Environmental Graphic Designer | CannonDesign, Plymouth
Jake ODonnell, HVAC Design Engineer | BR+A, Braintree
Jake Parris, Human Resource Coordinator | Sasaki, Watertown
James Baer, Architect / Associate | Payette Associates, Inc., Boston
James Charves, Designer/Architecture | Goody Clancy, Boston, MA
James Clifford, Project manager / Architect | Goody Clancy, Boston
James F. Liston, Jr., P.E., Director MEP Services | Columbia Construction Co., Inc., North Reading
James Ferullo, Architect | Shepley Bulfinch Architects, Boston
James Glover, Architectural Designer | CannonDesign, Boston
James H Collins, Jr. FAIA, LEED AP, Principal | Payette, Brookline
James Heard, Architect | James Heard, Architect, Somerville
James Henry, Project Designer | Utile, Boston
James Holland, Designer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Somerville MA
James Lanzisero, Architect | Payette, Boston
James Liebman, AIA, Associate | HMFH Architects, Arlington
James Newman, Division Manager | RMF Engineering, Boston
James O'Connell, Senior Systems Administrator | Columbia Construction Company, North Reading
James Rogers, Construction Engineer | Turner Construction Company, Boston
James Rogers, Construction Engineer | Turner Construction Company, Boston
James Spiegel, VPM | Cube3, Boston
Jamie Jacquart, Assistant Director of Campus Sustainability | University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth, Dartmouth
Jan Brenner, Associate Principal | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Jan Taylor, Principal | ARC / Architectural Resources Cambridge, Boston
Jana Belack, Lead Designer | Placetailor, Boston
Jana G. Silsby, Partner | Creative X2 Studio, Sudbury
Janay Hart, Associate | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Downtown
Jane Weinzapfel FAIA, Principal | Leers Weinzapfel Associates Architects, Inc., Boston MA
Jannet Arevalo, Urban Designer | Goody Clancy, Boston
Jasmin Dickinson, Co-op | HMFH Architects, Boston
Jasmine Abdollahi, Energy Engineer | NV5, Boston
Jason Jewhurst, Principal | Bruner/Cott Architects, Boston
Jason Jewhurst, Principal | Bruner/Cott Architects, Boston
Jason Mitchell, BIM Designer | Arup, Boston
Jason Ng, Site Civil/Environmental Engineer-in-Training | Sasaki, Watertown
Jason Olsen, Studio Design Principal | EYP Architects and Engineers, Arlington
Jason Pieper, Architect/LEED BD+C | SMMA, Boston
Jason Rioux, Electrical Engineer | GGD Consulting Engineers, Dartmouth, MA
Javier Cortes, Brand Studio Director | Gensler, Boston
Jay Nothoff, Fabrication Studio Manager | Sasaki, Watertown
Jay R. Mason, Principal | ACS, LLC, Lowell
Jay Toutant, HVAC Department Leader | CannonDesign, Boston
Jay Young, Senior Associate | ARC/Architectural Resources Cambridge, Cambridge
Jayne Goethe, Architectural Designer | Fennick McCredie Architecture, Boston
Jean Carroon, Principal | Goody Clancy, Boston
Jean Pierre Marjollet, Principal | BR+A, Boston
Jean-Luc Jackson, Structural Engineer | Buro Happold Engineering, Boston
Jeanne Roberts, Associate Principal | Ellenzweig, Westford
Jeff Benea, Project Architect | NBBJ, Melrose
Jeff DeGregorio, Principal | Payette, Arlington
Jeff Geisinger, Director of Sustainable Design | Utile, Cambridge
Jeff Puleo, Senior Architect & Science Planner | Wilson HGA, Hanover
Jefferson Poole, Associate Principal | Goody Clancy, Boston
Jeffery Hill, Architectural Designer | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Boston
Jeffrey Abramson, Senior Associate | Payette, Boston
Jeffrey Cyr, Senior Associate | BR+A Engineers, Boston
Jeffrey Keilman, AIA, LEED AP BD+C, Senior Associate | Perkins and Will, Melrose
Jeffrey Levy, Senior Associate | Sasaki, Watertown
Jeffrey M. Millett, AIA, Director of Digital Practice | Goody Clancy, Lexington
Jeffrey Perkins, Vice President | Energy & Resource Solutions, North Andover
Jeffrey Rios, Partner | AKF Group, New York
Jenn Contois, Designer | Gensler, Boston
Jennifer Cheek, Senior Marketing Coordinator | Arup, Boston
Jennifer D Wells, Vice President of Brand Strategy | Shepley Bulfinch, Arlington
Jennifer Hardy, Architect | Payette, Boston
Jennifer Hegarty, Director of Marketing | Payette, Boston
Jennifer Kozubek, Operations Administrator | Goody Clancy, Boston
Jennifer McClain, Principal | RSE Associates, Inc., Watertown
Jennifer Plume, Associate | ARC/Architectural Resources Cambridge, Boston
Jennifer Taranto, Director of Sustainability | Structure Tone, Brookline
Jeremy Lynch, Associate | BR+A, Boston
Jeremy Oberc, Sr. Principal | EYP, Boston
Jerry Wang, Senior Geotechnical Engineer | CDM Smith, Boston
Jess Charlap, Marketing Manager | Perkins Eastman, Boston
Jesse ware, Project Manager | placetailor inc, Roxbury
Jessica B Robertson, Associate | Utile, Boston
Jessica Baas, Director | MassDOT, Cambridge
Jessica Bell, Marketing Coordinator | Fennick McCredie Architecture, Boston
Jessica Chasse, Assistant Estimator | Columbia Construction Company, NORTH READING
Jessica Griffin, Interior Designer | CBT Architects, Boston
Jessica Knapp, Client Relations Director | DiMella Shaffer, Westwood
Jessica Korthuis, Senior Associate | Sasaki, Watertown
Jessica Munroe, Office Manager | Garcia, Galuska & DeSousa, Inc., Dartmouth
Jessica Robertson, Associate | Utile, Boston
Jessica Santonastaso, Associate | Gensler, Boston
Jessica, Junior Graphic Designer | Arrowstreet, Boston
Jillian Cornelius, Intern Architect | Ellenzweig, Boston
Jillian DeCoursey, AIA, Sustainability Planner | Individual, Springfield
Jillian Maccarone, Senior Associate | BR+A, Boston
Jim Beavers, Consultant | Hygiene IEQ
Jim Chamberlain, Project manager | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Jim Chambers, Director | Shepley Bulfinch, Boston
Jim Hoffmann, Construction Administrator | Ellenzweig, Cambridge
Jim Monte Verde, project Manager | CBT Architects, Cambridge
Jim Stanislawski, Architect | Gensler, Somerville
Jingwen Shi, Associate | Sasaki Associates, Watertown
Jingyan Ge, architectural designer | CannonDesign, Boston
Joanna Whalen, Architectural Designer | CBT Architects, Boston
Joaquín Luis Mathó Arata, CAD/Revit Support | Sasaki Associates, East Boston
Jocelyn Delaney, Account Ex/Sustainability Leader Boston | Tarkett, Portsmouth, NY
Jodi Smits Anderson, Director of Sustainability | DASNY, Albany, NY
Joe Silveira, Principal | Cambridge Seven, North Andover
Joe Stefanini, HVAC Project Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Joelle Jahn, Building Performance Consultant | WSP, Boston
John Boehs, Senior Engineer | Arup, Boston
John Connor Heinzman, Designer | HMFH Architects, Inc., Brighton
John Courtney, Business Development Manager | Siemens Smart Infrastructure, North Borough
John Dalzell, Architect | Individual, Newton
John Fahnhorst, Architect | ARC, Boston
John Gilbert, Architect | Sasaki, Watertown
John Jennings, Vice President | CannonDesign, Natick, MA
John MacKenzie, Associate | Arup, Somerville
John Peters, Sr. Technology Systems Designer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, LLC, Boston
John R. Benson, founder | Cayuga Consultants, Charlestown, MA 02129
John Russo, Substation Designer | Vanderweil Engineers, Framingham
John Sanderson, Senior Associate | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Medfield
John Spada, Electrical Designer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, LLC, Wilmington
John Sugrue, Senior Associate - Urban Design | Sasaki, Sudbury
John Sullivan, Senior Electrical Designer | EYP, Boston
Jolie Aranjo, Marketing Coordinator | Garcia, Galuska & DeSousa, Inc., Dartmouth
Jon Burton, Supply Chain Manager | Individual, Sudbury
Jon Ramos, Designer | Miller Dyer Spears, Inc, Boston
Jon Winkler, Mechanical Engineer | Vanderweil Engineers, Boston
Jonah Prada, Designer | Payette, Boston
Jonathan C. Ellowitz, Project Engineer | Thornton Tomasetti, Boston
Jonathan Chan, Principal | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Jonathan Eisenberg, Associate Principal | Arup, Worcester
Jonathan Kresch, Project Designer | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Jonathan Lexy, Technology System Engineer | BR+A, Lynn
Jonathan Libby, Architectural Designer | CannonDesign, Boston
Jordan, Project consultant | ERS, North Andover
Jordan Alejandro, Designer | Arrowstreet Inc., Boston
Jordan Pulling, Landscape Designer | Sasaki Associates, Boston
Jorge Rosa, Senior Electrical Engineer | Garcia Galuska Desousa, Dartmouth
Jose M. Carreiro, Electrical Engineer | GGD Consulting Engineers, Dartmouth, MA
Jose Polanco, Designer | Goody Clancy, Boston
Joseph Bonomi, project designer | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Joseph di Bella, Architectural Designer | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Joseph Leitao, Plumbing Engineer | BR+A, Taunton
Joseph Mamayek, Design Principal | Hdr, Melrose
Joseph Paul, Electrical Design Engineer | BARD RAD ATHANS CONSULTI, Brighton
Joseph Witt, Cfo | Bard Rao + Athanas Consulting Engineers Llc, Watertown
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Josephine Corcoran, Senior Project Manager | Columbia Construction Company, Haverhill
Josh Castellano, Project Architect | NBBJ, Boston
Josh Dretchen, Senior Project Manager | Columbia, North Reading
Josh Swasey, Architect | Goody Clancy, Abington
Joshua Blake, Superintendent | Columbia Construction Co., N. Reading
Joshua Brain, Associate | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Arlington
Joshua DeTerra, Electrical Engineer | GGD Consulting Engineers, SOUTH DARTMOUTH
Joshua M. Abraham, Associate | ARC/Architectural Resources Cambridge, Boston
Joshua Michaud, Associate Principal | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Joshua Ten eyck, Job Captain | EYP Architecture Engineering, Boston
Josiah Stevenson FAIA, Principal | Leers Weinzapfel Associates, Cohasset, MA
Jovanka Alvarez Nunez, Estimating Engineer | Turner Construction Company, Boston
Jovanka Alvarez Nunez, Estimating Engineer | Turner Construction Company, Boston
JP Ware, Project Manager | placetailor inc, Roxbury
Juann, Design Leader | CannonDesign, Boston
Juann, SVP | Cannon Design, Boston
Judd Galloway, Senior Associate | Thornton Tomasetti, Boston
Ju-Hui Chia, Graduate Student | Northeastern University, Boston
Julia Carlton MacKay, Project Manager | Sasaki, Arlington
Julia Nugent, Principal | HMFH, Cambridge
Julia Vasta, Public Policy Grad Student | Northeastern University, Somerville
Julian astbury, engineer | Arup, cambridge
Julian Lineham, President | Studio NYL Structural Engineers and Facade Designers, Boston
Julie Enger, Director, Human Resources & Training | Columbia Construction Company, North Reading
Julie Jaenicke, Associate, Interior Designer | Sasaki, Watertown, MA
Julie Janiski, Principal | BuroHappold Engineering, Boston
Julie, Electrical Engineer Intern | Br+A, Boston
Juliet Borja, Architect | Elton+Hampton Architects, Boston
Julieta Jaramillo, Intern | SASAKI, Brighton
June Kim, Level 1 Architect | Goody Clancy, Boston
Junko Iwaski, Senior Associate | Ellenzweig, Boston
Junko Yamamoto, Designer | Payette, Boston
Justin Crane, Principal | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Justin Cyr, Architectural Designer | CBT Architects, Stoneham
Justin DiCristofalo, Senior Associate | Arrowstreet inc., Boston
Justin Dufresne, Architect/Project Manager | Goody Clancy, Boston
Justin Finnicum, Senior Associate | Sasaki, Watertown
Justin Lopes, Mechanical Designer | EYP, Boston
Justin Lueker, Sustainable Building Consultant | Arup, Boston
Justin Mole, Associate Principle | BuroHappold, boston
Justin Roy, Senior Engineer | Arup, Somerville
K.d. Markert, Architect | Shepley Bulfinch, Jamaica Plain, Ma
Kai, Data Analyst | Sasaki, Watertown
kailey WINCHELL, Project Manager | paul lukez architecture, somerville
Kara Mathisen, HVAC Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Kara McLellan, Director of Marketing & Communications | Utile, Inc., Boston
Karen Chiu, International Marketing Coordinator | Sasaki, Cambridge
Karen Gates Flanagan, Architect | Gensler, Boston
Karim Hamady, Intern | Vanderweil, Boston
Karno Widjaja, Architect | Bruner/Cott Architects, Boston
Karsyn Sawyer, Interior Designer | EYP Architecture & Engineering, Boston
Kat Schneider, Project Designer | Arrowstreet, Boston
Kate Bubriski, Director of Sustainability & Building Performance | Arrowstreet, Boston
Kate Bubriski, Director of Sustainability & Building Performance | Arrowstreet, Boston
Kate Cassen, Chief Estimator | Turner Construction Company, Boston
Kate Hriczo, Project Manager | HGA Boston, Boston
Kate Murphy, Director of Marketing | Goody Clancy, Boston
Katherine Brekka, Project Manager | Fennick McCredie Architecture, Boston
Katherine McDonald, Marketing Coordinator | Arrowstreet, ProvidenceBoston
Kathleen McKenna, Energy Auditor | Freelance,
Kathleen Monahan, Interior Designer | Sasaki, Watertown
Kathleen Onufer, Associate, Senior Planner | Goody Clancy, Boston
Kathleen Sturtevant, Project Engineer II | ERS, North Andover
Kathryn Archard, Assoc. Principal | ARC, Boston
Kathryn Schaubhut, pro 2 | cbt, charlestown, ma
Kathy Kao, Architect | DiMella Shaffer, Cambridge
Katia Lucic, Principal | Sasaki, Watertown
Katie Corcoran, Account Executive | Interface, Chelsea
Katie Courtney, Senior Associate | CannonDesign, Boston
Katie Courtney, Senior Associate | CannonDesign, Boston
Katie Robinson, Senior Editor | ERS, Tyngsborough, MA
Katie Skeeles, Interior Designer | Miller Dyer Spears, North Cambridge
Katie Whooley, Senior Resilience Consultant | Arup, Somerville
Katie Wirtz, Architect | Utile, Inc., Boston
Katie Zoppo, Passive House Coordinator | Steven Winter Associates, Boston
kati lillich, Project Architect | Arrowstreet, Boston
Katy Tassmer, Managing Director of Marketing | Columbia, Arlington
Kaylee DeGrace, Teacher | Brockton Public Schools, Brockton
Keihly Moore, Staff Architect | Studio G Architects, Boston
Keith D Prata P.E., Senior Associate | Bard, Rao + Athanas, Boston
Keith Lane, HVAC Engineer | Garcia Ga;uska DeSousa Consulting Engineers, Dartmouth
Keith M McGuire, Owner | Keith McGuire Designs, Vineyard Haven
Keith w Case, Architect | Utile, Boston
Keith Whitmore, Custom Builder | Waltham
Kellan Simpson, Senior Engineer | Arup, Cambridge
Kelly Diamond, Marketing | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Haverhill
Kelly Haigh, Partner | designLAB architects, Boston
Kelly O'Connell, Project Engineer II | Energy & Resource Solutions, Inc., North Andover
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Kelly Stinnett, Marketing Assistant | Arup, Boston
Kelsey May Powers, Project Manager | Linnean Solutions, Somerville
Kelsey Wittels, Senior Engineer | Thornton Tomasetti, Boston
Ken Goulding, Principal | Sasaki, Watertown
Ken Howington, Designer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Kenneth Lewandowski, Associate Principal | CBT Architects, Boston
Kenneth Moore, HVAC/ Project Manager | BR+A LLC, Scituate
Kenny Hong, Plumbing Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Kerry Burke, Project consultant | Ers, Somerville
Kevin Boyd, Project Engineer | ERS, North Andover
Kevin Byrne, APM | Columbia Construction Company, North Reading
Kevin deMontbrun, Architectural Designer | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Boston
Kevin J Bell, Associate | Leers Weinzapfel Associates, Boston
Kevin Minster, Architect | Goody Clancy, Boston
Kevin Moriarty, Associate | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Kevin Mowatt, Architect | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Kevin Neumann, Partner | E4H Architecture, Boston MA
Kevin Settlemyre, President | Sustainable IQ, Inc., Arlington
Kiara Wong, Architecture Intern | Sasaki, Watertown
Kiersten Washle, Sustainability and Energy Systems Engineer | CMTA, Natick
Kimberly Kelly, | Gensler, Boston
Kimberly Poff, Project Manager | RG Vanderweil, Boston
Kimberly Post, CFO | Shepley Bulfinch, Plymouth
Kira Sargent, Landscape Designer | Sasaki, Watertown
Kosaro Kamara, Admin Assistant | 1994BR+A, Brockton
Kourtney Mierzejewski, Estimating Engineer | Turner Construction, Boston
Kourtney Mierzejewski, Estimating Engineer | Turner Construction, Boston
Krissy Govertsen, Graduate Research Assistant | Northeastern University, Boston
Kristen Brozowski, Energy Analyst | BuroHappold Engineering, Boston
Kristen Fritsch, Sustainability Coordinator | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Boston
Kristen Hunt, Design Professional | Ellenzweig, Boston
Kristen Lalond, Designer | Gensler, Boston, MA
Kristie Keane, Senior Associate / Fire Alarm | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Waltham
Kristin Plansky, HVAC Designer | BR+A, Boston
Kristin Poch, Office Manager | Arrowstreet, Boston
Kristopher Knight, Associate | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Kseniia Bimbashi, Architectural Designer | Sasaki, Boston
Kui, Associate | Goody Clancy, Newton MA
Kunyu Luo, Engineer | Thornton Tomasetti, Boston
Kurt Shank, Associate Principal | BR+A, Cambridge
Kwesi Budu-Arthur, Photographer | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Kyle Belcher, Architect | Utile, Boston
Kyle Gillen, Project Engineer | Turner Construction, Boston
Kyle Gillen, Project Engineer | Turner Construction, Boston
Kyle Hash, Structural Engineer | CannonDesign, Boston
Kyle Nicholas, HVAC Design Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Kyle Richard, Senior Associate / Architect | Sasaki, Watertown
L. Glenn Allen, Architect | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Boston
Lara Pfadt, Associate & Sustainability Strategist | Finegold Alexander Architects, Wellesley
Lance Brown, Senior Engineer | AKF Group, Boston
Lara Pfadt, Associate | Sustainability Strategist | Finegold Alexander Architects, Wellesley
Laura Devine, Designer | Payette, Mattapan
Laura Homich, Principal | PCA, Winchester
Laura Lacy, Mechanical Engineer | Arup, Boston
Laura Marett, Associate Principal | Sasaki, Watertown
Laura Wernick, Senior Principal | HMFH Architects, Inc., Cambridge
Lauren Beshara, Interior Designer | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Lauren Günther, Project Architect | CBT Architects, Somerville
Laurence Spang, Principal | Arrowstreet, Boston
Laurene Demoy, Marketing Director | Studio G Architects, Jamaica Plain
Lee Peters, Director of Foundation Studios | Boston Architectural College, Boston
LeeAnn Suen, Architect | Bruner/Cott Architects, Boston
LeeAnn Suen, Architect | Bruner/Cott Architects, Boston
Leena Ismail, Senior Associate | Wilson HGA, Boston
Leigh Stringer, Architect | EYP, Washington DC
Leon Drachman, Principal | Payette, Mablehead
Leon Papadopoulos, Fire Protection Engineer | EYP, Boston
Leonard Getz, Architect Associate | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Scituate
LESLIE DELLEFAVE, Associate Principal | Architectural Resources Cambridge, Boston
Lexie Federhen, Interior Architect | cbt architects, Boston
Lia Downing, Community Outreach Associate | Solstice Community Solar, Cambridge
Liam Murphy, Senior Associate/HVAC Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Lilit R, Designer | Utile, Boston
Linda Fawcett, Admin Professional | Columbia Construction Company, North Reading
Linda Rodts, Lead Interior Designer | EYP, Inc., Boston
Lindi Biery, Environmental Graphic Designer | CannonDesign, Weymouth, MA
Lindsey Machamer, Project Engineer | Pare Corporation, Foxboro
Lisa C. Dickson, Resilience Lead | Arup, Boston
Lisa Carey Moore, Sr. Sustainability Analyst | Integrated Eco Strategy, Winchester, MA
Lisa Ferreira, Associate Principal | Goody Clancy, Bridgewater
Lisa Hellmuth, Associate Vice President | Wilson HGA, Boston
Lisa J. Goodwin Robbins, Architect/Specifier | Kalin Associates, Newton
Lisa Monahan, Senior Associate | BR+A, Boston
Lisa Monahan, Principal | Lisa Monahan Metal Works, Newton
Lisa Raskin Kelly, Architect | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Lisette Pylant, Studio Coordinator | Gensler, Andover, MA
L.J. Eldredge, Managing Engineer | ERS, North Andover
Long Vu, Project Engineer | ERS, Revere
Lonnie Ash, Architect | CBT Architects, Boston
Louis DeVito, Associate | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Brighton
Luc Chabot, Energy Engineer | R.G. Vanderweil Engineers, Malden
Lucca Townsend, Designer | Sasaki, Somerville
Lucila Rosso, Senior Associate | www.sasaki.com, Watertown
Lucy Neiman, Senior Director | ERS, North Andover, MA
Luis Cetrangolo, Director Digital Practice | Sasaki, Boston
Luis Marin, Plumbing & Fire Protection Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Luisa Pineros, Job Captain | Gensler, Boston
Luke Laverty, Architect | Payette, Brookline
Luke McKneally, Architect | LMWorks & PHMA Board, Medford
Luke Mich, Associate | Sasaki, Somerville
Lynn, Architect | Sasaki, Watertown
Madaline Hale, Interior Designer Manager | HMFH, Cambridge
Maddie Laberge, Designer | HMFH Architects, Inc., Cambridge
Madeline Burns, Architect | Cambridge Seven, Cambridge
Madeline Toste, Controller | Garcia, Galuska & DeSousa, Inc., Dartmouth
Madelyn Albright, Interior Architect | Sasaki, Watertown, MA
Maeve, Building Performance Analyst | WSP, Boston
Mahsa Zehtabian, Junior Architect | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Makenna Hart, Designer | Vanderweil Engineers, Halifax
Maneesh Dwivedi, Sr Associate | Arrowstreet, Acton
Manuel A. Fontan, Building Performance Consultant | WSP, Boston
Marc Cangiano, Electrical Designer | Bard Rao and Athanas Consulting Engineers LLC, Boston
Marcell Graeff, Senior Associate, CPHC, LEED AP BD+C | Wilson HGA, Boston
Marco Esposito, Senior Design Engineer | BR+A (Bard, Rao + Athanas) Consulting Engineers, LLC, Boston
Maressa Perreault, Associate, Architect | Utile, Boston
Margaret Clark, Senior Associate | Miller Dyer Spears, Marblehead
Margaret DeLorie, Studio Assistant | Sasaki Associates, Inc., WATERTOWN
Margaret Raberov, electrical engineer | BR+A, Boston
Margelin Gace, Project Architect | EMA, Boston
Margo Valdes, Senior Project Manager | Sustainable Comfort, Inc., Worcester
Maria Schroeder, Project Manager | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Malden
Mariana Pereira Guimaraes, Research Associate | Harvard Graduate School of Design, Somerville
Marin, Associate | Stoss, Boston
Marina Yarmarkovich, HVAC design engineer | BR+A, swampscoot
Marisa Breece Sullivan, Marketing/Admin Assistant | Studio G Architects, Boston
Marissa Lisec, Designer | Sasaki, Watertown
Marissa Swanson, office manager | HGA, Boston
Mark Allen, Principal | HGA, Brookline
Mark Bibby, Electrical Engineer | GGD Consulting Engineers, North Dartmouth
Mark Guerard, HVAC Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Mark Kelly, Design Engineer | BR+A, Boston
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MARK KELLY, Design Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Mark Octeau, Associate Principal | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Mark Scott, Senior Associate | Payette, Boston
Mark Terra-Salomao, Architectural Designer | Shepley Bulfinch, Hudson
Mark Walsh-Cooke, Principal | Arup, Boston
Mark Zak, HVAC Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Marlee Gleiberman, Interior Designer | Sasaki Architects, Watertown
Marlene Mendez, Associate | Sasaki, Watertown
Marsha Miller, Director, Corporate Marketing & Client Relations | Vanderweil Engineers, West Roxbury
Martin Iu, Project Manager | Wilson HGA, Boston
Martine Dion, FAIA, LEED AP BD+C, Director Of Sustainable Design | SMMA/Symmes Maini & McKee Associates, Inc., Cambridge
Marty Beatrice, President | SCD, Lebanon
Mary Beth Vogel, Project Architect | CBT, Boston
Mary McCarthy, HR assistant | BR+A, Brighton
Mary McElhiney, Vice President | ERS, North Andover
Marylee Mercy, Architect | Studio G Architects, Jamaica Plain, MA
Mason Sanders, Designer | Bruner/Cott Architects, Boston
Mathew Gard, Senior Engineer | ERS, North Andover
Matt Beckmann, East Coast IT Manager | Wilson HGA, Boston
Matt Chan, Senior Engineer | Arup, Boston
Matt Edlen, Developer | Gerding Edlen,
Matt Ellsworth, Assoc. Vice President | HGA, Boston
Matt Flynn, Architect | Goody Clancy, Lynn
Matt Granchelli, Project Accountant | Columbia Construction, Malden
Matt Leslie, Vice President / Office Director | Wilson HGA, Boston
Matt Root, Senior Project Manager | Integrated Eco Strategy, Concord
Matthew Arsenault, Senior Preconstruction Manager | Columbia Construction Company, Tewksbury
Matthew Cox, Architect | Cambridge Seven, Cambridge
Matthew DiSalvo, Senior HVAC Design Engineer | Garcia, Galuska, Desousa, Dartmouth
Matthew Fickett, Lab Planner, Architect | EYP, Boston
Matthew Gifford, Principal | Shepley Bulfinch, Boston, MA
Matthew Hayes, Senior Mechanical Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Matthew Hyatt, Principal | Bergmeyer, Boston
Matthew Johann, Associate | Arup, Maynard
Matthew LaRue, Sr. Associate | HMFH Architects, Cambridge
Matthew Lewis, Senior Associate | Architectural Resources Cambridge, Beverly
Matthew Macera, HVAC Design Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Matthew Mattson, Marketing Coordinator | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Matthew Petrie, Associate Principal | Sasaki Associates, Watertown
Matthew Wasdyke, AIA, Architect | CambridgeSeven, Framingham
Matthew Woodward, Mechanical Engineer | GGD Consulting Engineers, Dartmouth
Matthieu Bain, Architectural Designer | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Boston
Mauricio Gomez, Senior Associate | Sasaki, Watertown
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Meaghan Hooper-Berdik, VP & General Manager | Turner Construction, Boston
Mee Kim, Project Designer | Wilson HGA, Boston
Meeok Kim, Vice President | Thornton Tomasetti, Boston
Meera, Lexington
Meg Cantwell, Energy Engineer | NV5, Cambridge
Meg, Energy Engineer | NV5, Cambridge
Megan Brown, Architect | Payette, Boston
Megan van der Linde, Senior Associate | Payette, Boston
Meghan Hickey, | WSP,
Melanie Silver, Building Scientist | Payette, Cambridge
Melissa Allen, Designer | Payette, Brighton
Melissa Cassarino, HR Manager | Gensler, Boston
Melissa Greene, Associate | HMFH Architects, Cambridge
Melissa Woods, Senior Planner | City of Somerville, Somerville
Meredith McCarthy, Senior Associate | Sasaki, Watertown
Michael Bangert-Drowns, Transportation Planning Consultant | Arup, Boston
Michael Collard, Principal | EYP Architecture & Engineering, Hingham
Michael David, Estimator | Columbia Construction, North Reading
Michael DelValle, Designer | ARC, Boston
Michael Duclos, Principal | DEAP Energy Group, LLC, Stow
Michael Durajczyk, Structural Engineer | Thornton Tomasetti, Boston
Michael Feely, Associate | Goody Clancy, Somerville
Michael Finch, Senior Architect | Bergmeyer Associates, Inc., Boston
Michael Frechette AIA, Architect | Sasaki, Watertown
Michael Grant, AIA, LEED AP, Associate Principal; Co-chair, BSA Committee on the Environment | Stantec, Boston
Michael Grove, Principal | Sasaki, Carlisle
Michael Harrison, Associate | Shepley Bulfinch, Boston
Michael Hinchcliffe, AIA, Principal | Payette, Boston
Michael J. Quinn, Architect/Specification Writer | Payette, Billerica
Michael J. Walsh, PE, LEED AP, Principal | R.G. Vanderweil Engineers, LLP, Boston
Michael LeBlanc, Principal | Utile, Boston
Michael McHugh AIA, Project Architect | Davis Square Architects, Somerville
Michael McHugh AIA, Project Architect | Davis Square Architects, Somerville
Michael Norris, Director of Media & Marketing | Northeast Air Solutions, Braintree
Michael Orbank II, APM/Sustainability Fellow | Commodore Builders, Watertown
Michael Pasquale, Industrial designer | Maverick Design Co., Boston
Michael Proscia, Architect | CBT Architects, Swampscott
Michael Ryan, Construction Administrator | BR+A Consulting Engineer, Wellesley
Michael Sagnanich, Technical Designer | HMFH, Belmont
Michael Sousa, architect | cannon design, Boston
Michaela Wozniak, Architectural Designer | Sam Kachmar Design, Cambridge
Michelangelo Latona, Project Architect | Placetailor, Boston
Michele Auer, Architect | Shepley Bulfinch, Boston
Michelle Apigian, Associate Principal | ICON Architecture, Somerville
Michelle Fennell, HVAC Engineer / Sustainability Coordinator | BR+A, Brighton
Michelle Oishi, Project Architect | cbt architects, Boston
Miep Keller, Associate | Payette, Boston
Miguel Pedro, Plumbing Engineer | BR+A, Methuen
Mike Cavanaugh, Vice President | CannonDesign, Boston
Mike Jabar, Electrical Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Mike Lee, Job Captain | EYP, Boston
Mike Marotta, Project Manager | Elton and Hampton Architects, Belmont
Mike Prentice, Senior Associate | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Milad Zabeti, Architectural Designer | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Millie de Olio, Staff Support | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Mimi Love, Principal | Utile Inc., Boston
Min-Chul Seo, Senior Associate | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Mingbo Peng, Senior Sustainability Consultant | Thornton Tomasetti, Cambridge
Ming-Jen Hsueh, Landscape Architect | Sasaki, BROOKLINE
Miriam Gee, Architect, CoFounder | CoEverything, Boston
Miriam Truppin-Brown, Intern Architect | Goody Clancy, Boston
Mollica Manandhar, Associate Principal | Payette, Belmont, MA
Monica Carroll, Marketing | BR+A, Boston
Monica M. Ankener, Special Project Division Project Manager | Turner Construction, Boston
Monika Nagalska, Designer | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Monika Oum, Designer | Igenuity, LLC, Boston
Myron Miller, Senior Principal | Miller Dyer Spears Inc., Boston
Naikaj Pandya, Project Engineer II | Energy & Resource Solutions, Somerville
Nancy Freedman, Contract Administrator | Sasaki, Watertown
Nancy Marjollet, Construction Administration | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Nasreen Awal, Engineer | Thornton Tomasetti, Boston
Nat Crosby, Architect | Sasaki, Watertown
Natasha Espada, Principal Architect | STUDIO ENÉE, Needham
Nathan Butt, Associate | Payette, Boston
Nathan Persampieri, Student | Mass Bay Community College, Newton
Nathaniel Boggis, Architectural Designer | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Neal Swain, Project Manager | Columbia Construction Company, North Reading
Nebia Zeroual, Architect | Cannon Design, Boston
Neil Angus, Environmental Planner | Devens Enterprise Commission, Arlington
Neil Paradise, Energy Management Specialist | Worcester
Nereyda Rodriguez, Associate, Director of Sustainable Design | Miller Dyer Spears, Inc., Boston
Nicholas Hagan, Design Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Nicholas J. Caraviello, Architect | CBT Architects, Medford
Nicholas LaVita, Associate Architect | Payette, Boston
Nicholas McDonough, Architectural Designer | Goody Clancy, Boston
Nicholas Mitchell, HVAC Design Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Nicholas Stephens, Plumbing/Fire protection engineer | Burohappold, Boston
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Nicholas Weidemann, Project Manager | Goody Clancy, Melrose
Nick Buehrens, Associate | Utile, Inc., Boston
Nick Dyer, Architect | Sasaki, Waltham, MA
Nick Rekstad, Mechanical Engineer | Arup, Cambridge
Nico Piek, Senior Coordinator | WHGA, Boston
Nicolas Tagle, Architectural Designer | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Nicole Cho, Intranet Knowledge Manager | cbt Architects, Boston, MA
Nicole Fatone, Architect in Training | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Nicole Kleman, Architect | Cambridge Seven, Cambridge
Nicole Murray, Finance Manager | Energy & Resource Solutions, North Andover
Nicole Voss, Associate | Arrowstreet, Boston
Niki, Architectural Designer | Behnisch Architekten, Cambridge
Nilay Deshmukh, Architect | Shepley Bulfinch, Canton
Nilesh Bansal, Job Captain/Technical Designer | Gensler, Boston
Nina Schatz, Intern Architect | Goody Clancy, Somerville
Noah Anderson, Designer | Isgenuity LLC, Cambridge
Nora Shull, Architect | Next Phase Studios, Boston
Noreen McGrath, Designer | NV5, Andover
Norman Lamonde, Sr. Project & Sustainability Manager | Turner Construction Company, Boston
Norman Lamonde, Sr. Project & Sustainability Manager | Turner Construction Company, Boston
Norman Lamonde, Sr. Project & Sustainability Manager | Turner Construction Company, Boston
Nupur Khadilkar, Intern | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Olivia Bowering, Mechanical Engineering Designer | EYP, Inc, Boston
Olivia Huang, Architectural designer | Goody Clancy, Boston
Olivia N Falcey, Marketing Coordinator | Miller Dyer Spears, Watertown
Oscar Mertz, Architect | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Needham
Owen Salerno, Marketing Manager | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Palash, Mr | Northeastern University, Boston
Pam Clemens, Architect | Goody Clancy, Hanson
Pamela Dritt, Retired | Retired, Concord MA
Pamela Sullivan, Associate Principal | CambridgeSeven, Canton
Pankti, Urban Designer | sasaki Associates, Watertown
Parke MacDowell, Fabrication Manager | Associate | PAYETTE, Boston
Patricia E Intrieri, Principal | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Patricia Seitz, AIA, Professor | Massachusetts College of Art and Design, Boston
Patrick Jochim, Electrical Engineer | NV5, Boston
Patrick Murphy, Director of Sustainable Design | Vanderweil Engineers, Boston
Patrick Pease, Senior Mechanical Engineer | Arup, Cambridge
Paul Bongiorni, Agent/Operations Manager | SR Commercial Realty, Springfield
Paul Davey, Marketing Coordinator | Sasaki, Somerville
Paul Farrell, Project Architect | MDS Architects, Boston
Paul Herbert, Senior Associate | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
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Paul J Paquin, Owner | Bumpkin LLC, Hull
Paul Jarboe, Associate | Arrowstreet, Boston
Paul Lukez, Principal | Paul Lukez Architecture Inc., Somerville
PAul Norris, Associate Principal | Ellenzweig, Newton
Pear Maneechote, Communications Specialist Intern | Sasaki, Watertown
Pedro Gonzalez, Associate Principal | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Peter Alspach, Director of Design Performance | NBBJ, Boston/Seattle
Peter F. Vieira, Jr., FAIA, Principal | Payette, Boston
Peter Fourtounis, Senior Project Manager | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Boston
Peter Herman, Associate Principal/Creative Director | Ellenzweig, Boston
Peter Joy, SPD Manager | Turner, Boston
Peter Malloy, Engineer | NV5, Chelsea
Peter Kuttner, Principal | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge, MA
Peter Raposo, Electrical | BR+A, Boston
Peter Reiss, Principal | ARC/Architectural Resources Cambridge, Arlington
Peter Ripley, CA Engineer | BR+A, Arlington
Peter Zmuidzinas, Senior Associate | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Lexington
Philip Dugdale, Landscape Architect | Sasaki, Watertown
Philip Kramer, Principal | Philip Kramer Architect LLC, Brookline
Philip Laird, President | ARC/Architectural Resources Cambridge, Boston
Philippe Genereux, Senior Project Architect | Payette, Boston
Philippe Saad, Associate Principal | DiMellaShaffer, Boston
Phillip A Soucy, Mechanical Engineer | Desktop Metal, Burlington, MA
Phillip Wright, Associate | Arrowstreet, Boston
Pilar, Director, Design Visualization | Stantec, Boston
Predrag Ciric, Associate Principal | BR+A, Boston
Qi Yang, Design Coordinator | Hammel, Green and Abrahamson Inc., Boston
Rachel Lanzafame, Senior Associate | Bergmeyer, Boston
Rachel Lehr, Staff Architect | Studio G Architects, BOSTON
Rachel Winokur, Sr. Interior Designer | Elkus Manfredi Architects, East Boston
Rachelle Ain, Senior Associate | Royer Architects, Cambridge
Radhika Mahan, Senior Associate | Sasaki, Belmont
Rajan Patel, IT/IS Manager | BR+A, CHELMSFORD
Ramon Cortorreal, Assistant Project Manager | Columbia Contruction Company, North Reading
Rand Lemley, Job Captain | DREAM Collaborative, Boston
Randa Ghattas, Senior Sustainability Project Manager | MIT, Cambridge
Randolph Meiklejohn, Principal & Director of Operations | Goody Clancy, Boston
Randy Butler, | Superior Essex, Atlanta
Randy Crandon, Architectural Designer | Utile, Somerville
Randy Kreie, President | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Ranell Dillon, Admin | EYP, Boston, MA
Ranu Singh, Architectural Designer | Utile, Boston
Ray Porfilio, AIA, Principal | Epstein Joslin Architects, Jamaica Plain
Rebecca Ansolabehere, Project Coordinator | Harvard Green Building Services, Cambridge
Rebecca Hatchadorian, Sustainability Consultant | Arup, Cambridge
Rebecca Maloney, Marketing & BD Leader | Arup, Beverly
Rebecca McGee Sturgeon, Designer | Payette, Arlington
Rebecca Ray, Architect | ARC/Architectural Resources Cambridge, Boston
Rebecca Schofield, Project Manager | Homeowner’s Rehab, Inc., Cambridge
Reiko Kagawa, Principal | Sladen Feinstein Integrated Lighting Inc, Boston
Renee Bilodeau, Architectural Designer | SMMA, Cambridge
Reza Ghayspoor, Senior Associate - Electrical | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Richard Keleher, Senior Architect | The Thomopson & Lichtner Company, Canton
Richard Martz, Architect | NBBJ, Boston
Richard Moore, Architect | RMEC, Brookline
Richard Newell, Senior Mechanical Engineer | Garcia Galuska Desousa, Dartmouth
Richard Renner, Principal | Richard Renner Architects, Sherborn
Rick Ames, Principal | Next Phase Studios, Architects, Boston
Rick Taylor, Technology | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Rima Abousleiman, Designer | Bruner/Cott Architects, Boston
Rob Hagan, Senior Associate | CBT Architects, Boston
Robert Blount, Architectural Manager | Rockwool, Newbury
Robert Desmarais, Plumbing Designer/Draftsman | Garcia, Galuska, Desousa, North Dartmouth, MA
Robert Dooley III, Project Superintendent | Columbia Construction Company, Westford
Robert F. Riel, Senior Associate - HVAC | BR+A Consulting Engineers LLC, Brighton, MA
Robert Genova, Senior Associate | Sasaki Associates, Watertown
Robert McGee, Senior Preconstruction Engineer | Turner Construction, Boston
Robert Miller, Mechanical Engineer | BuroHappold Engineering, Boston
Robert Nault, Associate ICT Engineer | BuroHappold, South Grafton
Robert Pasersky, Principal | PAYETTE, Swamscott
Robert Polleys, Mechanical Engineer | Garcia Galuska & DeSousa, North Dartmouth
Robert Schaeffner, Principal | Payette, Boston
Robert Sugar, Architectural Designer | Sasaki, Watertown
Robert V DeBonis, Project Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Robert Williams, Sr Associate | HMFH Architects, Cambridge
Robert Zverina, Principal | Architectural Resources Cambridge, Brookline
Robert, senior associate | cambridgeseven, Cambridge
Robin Adams, Senior Interior Designer / Senior Associate | CBT Architects, Boston
Rodrigo Amboss, Plumbing/Fire Protection Engineer | BuroHappold Engineering, Boston
Roger Goldstein, Principal | Goody Clancy, Boston
Romil Sheth, Principal | Sasaki Associates, Watertown
Romio Mikhael, Energy Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Somerville
Ron Blanchard, Senior Associate | Payette, Abington
Ronald Blanchard, Senior Associate | Payette, Abington
Roni dos Santos, 3D Architectural Design | Paul Lukez Architecture, Arlington
Rowan Greenlaw, Job Captain | Miller Dyer Spears, Boston
Ryan Donovan, HVAC Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Ryan Dunn, Project Manager | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Ryan M Smith, HVAC Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Somerville
Ryan McClain, Architect / Associate | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Milton
Ryan Pollin, Senior Engineer | ERS, Medford
Sabrish Menon, Mechanical Engineer | BuroHappold Engineering, Boston
Sadaf Jafari, Sustainable Consultant | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Sae Kim, Associate Principal | CBT, Boston
Sally Ostendorf, Architect | Sasaki, Cambridge
Salpie Tokajdian, Architect | nbbj, boston
Salpie Tokajdian, Architect | NBBJ, boston
Sam Batchelor, Partner | designLAB architects, Boston
Sam Tinsley, Senior Vice President | Thornton Tomasetti, Boston
Samantha Clarke, Director of Interiors | Miller Dyer Spears, Boston
Samir Srouji, Principal | Wilson HGA, Andover
Samira Ahmadi, Founding Principal | enviENERGY Studio, Boston
Sandy Mulkern, Architectural Sales | USG, Belmont
Sara Carr, Assistant Professor | Northeastern University, Boston
Sara Draper, R.W. Kern Center Director of Educational Program and Outreach | Hampshire College, Amherst
Sara Elsa-Beech, Architect, AIA, LEED AP | Goody Clancy, Somerville
Sara Gewurz, Senior Associate | Payette, Boston
Sara Rosenthal, Architect | HMFH Architects, Dedham
Sara Schonour, Lighting Designer | CannonDesign, Boston
Sarah Atkinson, Horticulture Technician | N/A, Somerville
Sarah Bush, Librarian/Archivist | Sasaki, Watertown
Sarah Duckett, Engineer | Arup, Boston
Sarah Fox, Architectural Designer | EYP Architecture and Engineering, Boston
Sarah Lindenfeld, Managing Principal | Payette Architects, Boston
Sarah Michelman, | The Green Engineer Inc., Boston
Sarah Oakes, Architectural Designer II | Perkins Eastman, Acton
Sarah Redmon, Administrative Assistant | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Sarah Vaughan, Associate | Vanderweil Engineers, Boston
Sarah Vogel, Architectural Designer | ARC, Boston
Sayo Okada, Project Manager | Studio G Architects, Belmont
Scarlet Batchelor, VP, Brand Experience | Hydrow, Cambridge, MA
Scott Brunkhardt, Senior Associate/Building Automation Manager | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Scott Calhoun, FPE | EYP, Boston
Scott Cipoletti, Project Engineer | Thornton Tomasetti, Boston
Scott Engstrom, Project Architect | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Arlington
Scott Parker, Principal | Payette, Boston
Scott Robertson, Project Manager | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Scott Ross, BIM Manager | Ellenzweig, Boston
Scott Slarsky, Director | Shepley Bulfinch, Boston
Scott Vayo, Regional Office Manager | NBBJ, Boston
Scott Waddell, Senior Associate | CannonDesign, Boston
Sean Copeland, Sustainability Consultant | Arup, Boston
Sean Flanagan, Project Architect | Fennick McCredie Architecture, Boston
Sean Harrity, HVAC Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Sean Levesque, Architectural Designer | Sasaki, Braintree
Sean Mitchell, Senior Consultant | ARUP, Boston
Sean Selby, Principal | Arrowstreet, Arlington
Sean Strassell, HVAC Design Engineer | Garcia, Galuska & DeSousa, Inc., Dartmouth
Sebastian Miranda, Project Engineer | Structure Tone, Boston
Selma Benmaklouf, Lighting Consultant | ARUP, Boston
Seth Clarke, Associate | Payette, Boston
Seth Hopewell, Job Captain | Elkus-Manfredi Architects, Boston
seth knihtila, Senior Engineer | Thornton Tomasetti, Boston
Seth Lippert, Architect | NBBJ, Cambridge
Seung Bae, Building Scientist | Payette, Boston
Sharon Clarke, Associate | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Sharon Li-Bain, Architect | Perkins+Will, Boston
Shaun Lover, President | Columbia Construction Company, North Reading
Shaun Lynch, Architect | Fennick McCredie Architecture, Roxbury
Shawn Gallant, Vice President | Columbia Construction, North Reading
Shelley Vanderweil, PE, LEED AP BD+C, Principal | R. G. Vanderweil Engineers, LLP, Boston
Shirine Boulos Anderson, Principal | Ellenzweig, Boston
Shonali Rajani, Senior Associate | Arrowstreet, Boston
Shreya Shah, Architect | ARC, Boston
shruti Rose James, Building Performance Consultant | WSP, Roxbury Crossing, Boston
Siiri Julianus, Project Manager / Designer | Shepley Bulfinch, Boston
Silvia Cuervo-Cortazar, Designer | NBBJ, Boston
Sneha Lohotekar, urban design associate | Sasaki, Boston
So Yeon Lim, Junior Architect | Goody Clancy, Brighton
Sonia Soares, Administrator | Garcia, Galuska & DeSousa, Inc., NORTH DARTMOUTH
Sonja Bochart, Principal | Shepley Bulfinch, Boston
Soo Jin Yoo, Senior Associate | Merge Architects, Boston
soyeb shaikh, Electrical engineer | EYP, Boston
Soyeb Shaikh, Electrical Engineer | EYP, Boston
Spencer Crane, HVAC Engineer | BR+A, Somerville
Srushti Totadri, Designer | Lam Partners, Boston
Stacey Chapman, Senior Associate | Sasaki, Watertown
Staci Villa, Senior Project Designer | HKT Architects, Inc., Charlestown
Stanislav Karachev, Assistant Project Manager | R.G. Vanderweil Engineers, Cambridge
Stefan Bold, Associate Principal | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Stephanie Alves, Architect | Bergmeyer, Attleboro
Stephanie Asack, Marketing Manager | Turner Construction Company, Pembroke, MA
Stephanie Herring, Assoc. AIA, Associate | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Stephanie MacNeil, Associate | HMFH Architects, Cambridge
Stephanie Salsman, Marketing Coordinator | Bruner/Cott Architects, Boston, MA
Stephanie Terenzoni, Bookkeeper | ARC, Boston
Stephen B Carroll, Hvac Associate Principal | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Stephen Craven, Senior Project Engineer | Thornton Tomasetti, Boston
Stephen Fulgoni, Plumbing Designer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Stephen Hart, principal | hart associates architects, belmont
Stephen Jeter, Construction Superintendent | Columbia, Uxbridge
Stephen Maclean, Associate Principal | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Stephen Paiz, Senior Architect | Paul Lukez Architecture, Sommerville
Stephen Salomon, Associate, Mechanical Engineer | BuroHappold Engineering, Boston
Stephen T. McNeice, Operations Manager | HED, Boston
Stephen Walnut, Senior Project Architect / Project Manager | CBT, Swampscott
Steve Copenhagen, Principal | Cannon Design, Boston
Steve Klocke, Senior Sustainability Consultant | Steven Winter Associates, Inc., Norwalk
Steve Lahti, Project Manager | Vanderweil, Marshfield
Steve Levin, principal | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Steve Mahler, AIA, LEED AP, Principal | Ellenzweig, Boston
Steven Burke, Sustainability Manager | Consigli Construction Company, Inc., Boston
Steven Colson, Designer | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Steven Engler, Senior Associate | Sasaki, Belmont
Steven Marcoux, Senior Associate | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston, MA
Steven McCormack, Architectural Designer | DiMella Shaffer, Boston
Stuart Baur, AIA, Associate Principal | Payette, Sharon, MA
Su Zhang, Architect | Wilson HGA, Boston
Sumi Fasolo, Associate | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Suni Dillard, Associate | HMFH Architects, Medford
Susan Elmore, Marketing Manager | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Susan Gist-Miller, Sr. Architect | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Susan Gist-Miller, Sr. Architect | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Susan Packard, Co-Managing Principal | Perkins Eastman, Arlington
Susann Schlaud, Project Manager | MDS, Boston
Susanna Cerni-Price, Lighting Designer | CannonDesign, Boston
Suzanne, AVP | HGA, Reading
Sylvia Mihich, Principal | Studio G Architects, Jamaica Plain
Tamar Warburg, Director of Sustainability | Sasaki, Watertown
Tan Tran, designer | studio enee, Needham
Tatiana Topala, Accounting/HR Assistant | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Tatyana Nechayeva, Senior Plumbing Engineer | Arup, Boston
Taygra Longstaff, Engineer | Arup, Boston
Taylor Morris, Administrative Assistant | Utile, Boston
Taylor Fittro, Business Development Engineer | Turner, Boston
Taylor Teed, HVAC Design Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Terry Szeto, Plumbing & Fire Protection Engineer | BR+A, Boston
Theodora Batchvarova, Senior Associate | CBT, Swampscott
Theodore Athanas, Executive VP | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Theresa Goulet, Administration | BR+A, Stoneham
Theresa Lehman, Director of Sustainable Services | Miron Construction Co., Inc., Neenah
Thomas Carrier, Director of Fabrication | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Boston
Thomas Davies, director of design & construction | amherst college, amherst
Thomas Howes, Director of Business Development | Delphi Construction, Mashpee
Thomas M Harden, Architect | Tom Harden & Associates, Lexington
Thomas Martin, Senior Energy Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Thomas Nideroest, Landscape Designer | Sasaki, Watertown
Thomas Simister, Director of Space Strategies | Payette, Arlington
Tim Curry, designer | Bard Rao + Athanas, Saugus
Tim Pranaitis, Designer | NBBJ, Hull
Tim Zeitler, Designer | Zephyr Architects, Boston
Timothy Dyett, HVAC Design Engineer | BR+A, SUDBURY
Timothy Houde, Associate | CBT, Boston
Timothy Mansfield, Principal | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Timothy McNamara, Systems Admin | Goody Clancy, Swampscott
Timothy Talun, Associate/Project Manager | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Somerville
Tina SooHoo, Senior Associate | Arrowstreet, Boston
Toby White, Associate / Project Manager | Arup, Boston
Todd Dundon, Principal | Gensler, Boston
Tom Beresford, Project Architect | Payette, Boston
Tom Jin, Project Architect | Elkus Manfredi Architects, Boston
Tommy O'Connell, Project Manager | Columbia Construction Company, North Reading
Tracey Clarke, Project Accounts Manager | HMFH Architects, Inc., Cambridge
Traci Jaroszewicz, Scheduling Manager | Columbia Construction Co., Danvers
Tracy Dunne, Receptionist | Ellenzweig Associates, Inc., Boston
Trisha Parekh, Sustainable Design Intern | CannonDesign, Boston
Tuuli Makinen, Interior Architect | CBT, Boston
Tuyen Santos, Mechanical Engineer | Garcia, Galuska & DeSousa Inc., Dartmouth
William Jiménez, Senior Designer | Arup USA, Inc., Boston
William Mancortes, Site Supervisor | PlaceTailor, Boston
William Tang, Senior Associate | BR+A, Boston
Winnie Carey, Staff Accountant | BR+A, Hudson
xiaoman ji, architect | Dimella Shaffer, newton
Xiaomeng Nie, Architect | Payette, Abington
Xiaoying Chen, Architect | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
xun chen, architect | Cannondesign, boston
Yanel de Angel, Principal | Perkins+Will, Boston
Yasmin Maura-Orihuela, Architectural Designer | Sasaki, Boston
Yennifer Pedraza, Interior Designer | Payette, Boston
Ying Zou, Fire Protection Engineer | BR+A Consulting Engineers, Boston
Yolanda Romero, Architectural Job Captain | Stull and Lee Architects and Planners, Boston
Yongchan Kwon, architectural designer | elkus manfredi architects, cambridge
Yongjoo Kim, Principal | CambridgeSeven, Belmont
Yordani batista, Construction Site Supervisor | Placetailor, Boston
Youngduk Kim, Architectural Designer | CambridgeSeven, Cambridge
Yunbin Park, Senior Associate | ARC, Boston
Zach Rohlfs, Plumbing Engineer | BR+A, Burlington
Zachary Stanesa, Senior Project Manager | Miller Dyer Spears / MDS, Boston
Zachary Stanesa, Senior Project Manager | Miller Dyer Spears / MDS, Boston
Zeeshan Shiwalla, Intern | POAH, Boston
Ziyang Zeng, Urban Designer | Sasaki, Boston
Zsuzsanna Gaspar, Principal | Goody Clancy, Boston